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Nixon to turn over tape transcripts
WASHINGTON (AP) - Fighting to
Maat Impeachment moves. President
Nixon uld last night he would give •
IMH committee and then make'
pahile edited transcripts ol White
House conversations that "will tell it
all" la the Watergate scandal
Sharply attacking the Senate
testimony of his former counsel and
chief Watergate accuser. John W
Dean III. Nixon traced for a national
TV and radio audience his activities in
the Watergate controversy.

He said he was waiving the
precedent of executive privilege to
make public the transcripts of dozens
of private presidential conversations.
BUT HE SAID such disclosure was
necessary to prove to the public he
pejsonally had no knowledge of the
Watergate break-In and did not
participate in a subsequent cover-up.
The President said be would allow'
the senior Democrat and Republican
on the House Judiciary Committee to
listen to the tapes and verify that none

of the delations relate to relevant
Watergate matters.
His action. Nbton said, would qua*
the vague gernaral impression of
massive wrongdolug" In the nation's
highest office Nbton said he has
nothing to hide, and the tapes will show
It.
The President acknowledged that
portions of the conversations are
ambiguous because they are
recordings of Individuals "just
thinking out loud.''

people."
As Nbton spoke In a nationally
broadcast speech, the transcripts were
stacked beside his Oval Office desk,
each set In a notebook. One,
emblasoned with the presidential seal,
faced the television cameras.
Nixon said the notebooks contain
more than 1,100 pages of transcripts of
private conversations he held between
Sept 15. ion, and April 27. 1(73. with
regard to Watergate.

"NEVER BEFORE have records so
private been made public,'' he said.
adding that he was placing his trust "In
the basic fairness of the American

HE SAID they Include all relevant
portions of all subpoenaed conversations.
The President said he would make
public not only these transcripts, but
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also transcripts covering tape
recordings of 10 other conversations,
and more than 700 White House
documents, which already have been
delivered to the House committee and
the Watergate special prosecutor
Nixon acknowledged there are
ambiguities In the transcripts, and that
they Include material thut will be
embarrassing to him and to his aides.
In releasing them to the committee
a;«i the public. Nixon said, he Is
breaching the principle of presidential
confidentiality, but considers it
necessary to do so to clear up the
Watergate case
THE PRESIDENT also said he does

not know how the celebrated nominate gap In one tape recording could
have occurred. But he said he la
certain it was not done purposely by his
secretary. Rose Mary Woods.
Directly challenging the testimony
of his former White House counsel,
John W Dean III. Nixon said again he
knew nothing of Watergate
Involvement or cover-up until Dean
told him about it on March 21.1973
Nixon said Dean's disclosures on
March 21. 1*73. were "a sharp
surprise" to him. The President said
be asked more than ISO questions of
Desn. He quoted Desn ss saying at the
time he could tell Nixon had no
knowledge of the case
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Dean vs. jury: credibility gap
Campus Safety Director Dote F Shatter, center, tob notes as
Or. Dal Mayors), for right *>plain> implsyee d
prsblsim at o session yesterday where Campus Safety was
stand an probation. (Newsphoto by Marty lofentaine)

NEW YORK (AP) - The forewoman
of the Jury that acquitted John N.
Mitchell and Maurice H Stans said
yesterday the jurors doubted the truthfulness of John W Dean III. a key
government witness at the criminal
conspiracy trial of the former Cabinet
members.
Sybil Kucharski. 21. a Westcbester
County bank teller, said she and the
other jurors were convinced Mitchell
and Stans told the truth when they took
the witness stand in their own defense
at their 48 day federal trial

Dean's credibility came into
question when he admitted he had
pleaded guilty to a charge of
obstruction of justice in the Watergate
scandal in hope of drawing a lighter
sentence. Kucharski said on NBC's
"Today" show.
VICE PRESIDENT Gerald R Ford
said in a statement issued by his
Washington office that the jury verdict
In the Mitchell-Stans case' says to me
that John Dean's credibility has been
severely eroded."
Ousted by President Nixon as White

Result of employee complaints

Campus Safety an probation
By Jastet Romaicr
News Editor
Campus Safety has been placed on
probation, effective today through Oct.
SI.
At a meeting yesterday with Campus
' Safety dispatchers and officers, Dr
Del Hllyard, executive assistant to
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr., said: "If things have not improved
by then (Oct. 311. I will have to make
recommendations and look for
reorganisation within Campus Safety.''
Dr. Hilyard s action follows a period
of consultation between various
University officials and Campus Safety
officers concerning employee dissatisfaction.
AFTER MONTHS of meetings, Dr
Hllyard called yesterday's session to
discuss recommendations on
Improving officer morale and intraof f ice communications.
"It has taken us three years to get
Into this situation and now we have to
take time to work things out," Dr.
Hllyard told the officers.
"I've beard complaints on the use of
vacation policy, choices of training
schools, the matter of personnel
records, the matter of promotion and
the matter of special training
schools," he explained
In addition, be said, general feelings
and attitudes Indicate that a lack of
communication exists between "not
just the boss and employees, but also
between employees and employees.

DR. HILYARD said that if the
employees had a different director, the
situations would not be the same.
"We could remedy this problem by
getting rid of employees or the supervisors." he said, "but I don't feel that
we are in that bad of a situation to do
that"
In recommending what he wants accomplished or changed. Dr Hllyard
said a written statement of Campus
Safety's objectives needs to be
developed.
Dr Hilyard appointed Campus
Safety Director Dale F Shaffer and J.
Claude Scheuerman. vice president of
operations, to write ths first draft.
Campus Safety differs from and
compares to other police operations,
and a business' night security, he said.
"This way we should get a mutual
agreement to decide what specialized
training school the officer should
attend," Dr. Hilyard explained. "The
availability of the school will also be
used to decide on the school, then
seniority will be the basis for who gets
to go first."
Dr Hilyard also proposed to
establish a committee to review
employees' reports on their efforts to
improve morale.
"If the emDloyees and everyone
makes a definite effort to help the
morale, then they will get credit for
It," be said. "Each employee in
Campus Safety, for the next six months
at the end of each month, would
prepare a written or oral report telling
what he has done to help morale."

HE ADDED that the reports will be
on the employees' own testimony The
reports, he said, will then be sent to a
committee of one supervisor, one
outsider and three officers to verify the
reports.
"1 think that we will be able to work
out our problems within Campus
Safety," he said. "So right now 1 see no
need for any major reorganization.
There will be no demotions unless
there are incidents of gross insubordination.

"IF WE cannot work everything out
during the six-month probationary
period, then it will be another matter.
Some persons have been hurt but If
changes are made It will hurt others so
I don't see any benefits in reorganization now."
He added that he would like to see a
definite eflort on "everyone's part to
see that information within the organization flows smoothly and accurately."
When asked if he had anv comments
Shaffer said. "Not a word."

Hou«e counsel. Dean is expected to
testify for the government at other
trials spawned by the 1972 Watergate
break-In and subsequent cover-up
attempt. He also Is regarded as a
major witness should Presient Nixon
be Impeached and tried
Mitchell. 60, the former attorney
general, and Stans. 66, one-time
commerce secretary, were accused of
perjury and conspiring to impede a
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) investigation of financier
Robert L. Vesco's financial empire in
return for a secret $200,000 Vesco
contribution to President Nixon's 1972
re-election campaign.
KUCHARSKI SAID the jury In its 26
hours of deliberations paid only scant
attention to what was seen as a key
element of the government's case
against Stans and Mitchell that
Mitchell made 19 calls to Dean in an
attempt to hinder the SEC's Vesco
investigation.
"They made a big thing of it," said
Kucharski, a Democrat who voted for
George McGovern for president in
1972 "We didn't make it a big thing "
What did impress the jurors,
according to Kucharski, was the fact
that Dean had previously pleaded
guilty in the Watergate case and that
"If he was guilty he might not be
telling the truth "

By Nancy Laugklla
Staff Reporter
CBS newswoman Leslie Stahl said
last night she was "very surprised" at
the acquittal Sunday of former cabinet
members John Mitchell and Maurice
Stans of all charges of criminal
conspiracy.
She added, however, that although
the acquittal will have a
"psychological effect on Nixon," she
does not think it wUI affect the
impeachment hearings before the
House Judiciary Committee.
Stahl spoke to an audience of about
300 persons in the Grand Ballroom.
Union as the keynote speaker for
Journalism Week. Her Informal talk
included anecdotes about CBS
newscasters, her views on Watergate
and a question-and-answer period. The

audience also watched President
Nixon's televised address after which
Stahl conducted an audience
discussion.
STAHL DENIED that CBS or other
Washington journalists are "out to get
the President.'' and said the shift of
public opinion against Nixon was
caused by his own actions, not news
coverage.
"This appearance of not wanting to
tell us what's going on. this appearance
of delay, is causing the change in
public opinion," she said.
Stahl noted that the stories which
had aroused the most public
disapproval were not "dug up" by the
media.
"There is a certain tradition of
journalistic morality that you have to
go after a story simply because It's

there If it's a story of national
importance, you have to follow it up,"
Stahl said
Stahl said she does not understand
the recent attacks on the press by
Americans and explained that
journalists did not cause the scandals,
but were merely the messengers.
"IT HURTS ME to think that a lot of
Americans are not afraid to lose press
freedom," she said. "I think it's one of
the country's greatest strengths."
Stahl said she thinks Nixon's
resignation would hurt the country
more than his impeachment, because
no charges would be brought against
him. She added that "it is important
that we either know that he is guilty or
that he is innocent."
Stahl said that If the House votes to
Impeach the President, the House and
Senate bearings should be televised

instead of one big-name group

BUGIE SAID Belkin has of fared the
University a pack age of "medium"
draw groups, Incssdlng Blue Oyster
Call. Aerosmlth. Brownsville Station
and Spooky Tooth
"This would tarn the concert into
something like a festival,"' Bugle said.
Bugle added that be doesn't know
low auccessf.1 the four-band Idea
would be here
"BO Isn't Into music as much as

other places and students might not
like these groups as much as a really
big name, "be said.
HE EXPLAINED that the athletic
department seems to be receptive to
the four-band idea, but that the Student
Activities Office apparently has Its
reservations about the plan.
"They (Student Activities) might not
like it because of the possibility of a
iiw iiHuout, «aji^.!ally a low student
turnout. "Bugiesaid
He added that a concert of this type
"would attract a lot of off-campus
people, especially from Toledo."
"WE WOULDN'T want a lot of
people that don't -care coming in here
and messing things up," he said.
Bugle said that the concert most
draw at least 10,000 to be successful.
"Next fall may be a better time," he

Weather
Considerable cloudiness and
cooler today, tonight and
tomorrow. Chance of showers
today. Highs today and tomorrow
la the Mi LOWS tonight la the DM
and upper tts. Chance of rala St
per cent today and 2» per cent
toalght.

Stahl denies media is 'out to get' Nixon

Four-band concert idea possible
The bright hope for a "super" spring
concert in the Stadium June 2 has
dimmed somewhat since the first announcement of concert plans several
weeks ago
, Dong Bogie, junior <A*S), and
president of Stedent Government
Aaaociatloii (8GA), said yesterday that
the prospects of getting a "big draw"
groan through Belkin productions of
Cleveland are very small.

"WE TOOK this into consideration,"
she said "He hoped this would help
him. We just had a feeling he was not
telling the truth."
On the other hand, there was no
question among the jurors about the
testimony of Mitchell and Stans. who
left the Nixon administration In early
1972 to run and raise funds for the
President's re-election campaign
Kucharski said the jurors felt the two
officials "were just doing their jobs."
Some of the other jurors were quoted
as saying they questioned the motives
of other prosecution witnesses. Among
those named were Harry Sears, the
New Jersey Republican politician and
Vesco aide who was given blanket
immunity for his testimony against
Mitchell and Stans. and G Bradford
Cook, former SEC general counsel who
admitted lying before a grand jury.

said. "We would have the whole
summer to work on getting some really
big attraction."
Jules Belkin, vice president of Belkia
Productions, said yesterday that there
virtually will be no big groups touring
the area in early June
"YOU CANT say you want the
Rolling Stones to play in Bowling
(•roan and expect to get them If they're
not touring, "Belkin said
"We can't get a group not touring oat
for a single date." he added.
Belkin said he is trying to work out a
package to give the University the
most successful combination of
groups.
We are trying to appeal to a market
not only of Bowling Green students, bat
Of people in a 7V to 100-mile radius
around Bowling Green, be added.

Will these seats be filled?

"I think the country should be
convinced that whatever position those
politicians take is ascribed to evidence
that is credible to you." she said.
Stahl admitted that an exchange
between CBS newsman Dan Rather
and the President during a recent
televised news conference had drawn a
great deal of public criticism.
SHE ADDED that it is "most
unfortunate that that kind of thing is
displayed on national television. But on
the other hand, 1 don't think it's that
bad that a reporter or anyone else
answers back to the President.
"The one important lesson of
Watergate was that we can't have one
person having that much power," she
added "One person can't be above the
law. He's one of us. In fact, he's
supposed to be a public servant."
President Nixon's televised speech
sparked some dissension in the
audience. During the speech, many
audience members laughed and
clapped at certain statements made by
Nixon.
After the speech, Stahl invited
audience comments. An elderly
woman, who identified herself as a
teacher, said she was appalled at the
laughing and ridicule from the
audience.
"YOU YOUNG people have been
brainwashed by something and are not
Interested In the welfare of this
country," she said She accused the
press of feeding the public half-truths
and misconceptions."
One student in the audience politely
told the woman that she was entitled to
bar opinion, but that her speech was
wasting the other students' time.
Another student yelled that she should
"shut up and sit down." The situation
threatened to turn into a yelling match
until Stahl restored order.
Analyzing the president's address,
Stahl said she thought Nixon was
trying to say that "the only reason he's
being impeached Is because of one
little man, John Dean.
"If be (Nixon) is Innocent, I think we
should know it." Stahl concluded "I
don't know why he didn't do thai
(release the tapes) months ago."
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eDITGRiaLS
petitions circulating
for federal probe
A federal grand jury must be convened to investigate the fatal snooting
of Gary Sherman, 21, of Alliance, by a narcotics agent on March 6 near
Ravenna.
The News urges everyone to sign a petition calling for the federal
grand jury investigation. Petitions are circulating throughout campus.
Sherman was shot in the head by Ronald Baldine, an undercover
narcotics agent, while he and another agent were purchasing marijuana
from Sherman and three other companions. The agents were part of the
Mahoning-Ashtabula-Trumbull narcotics squad.
Baldine has been cleared of all charges by the infamous Portage
County grand jury which ruled the shooting justifiable homicide. Baldine
said he was two to four feet away from Sherman and shot him when it
looked as though Sherman was going to draw a weapon.
However, much of the evidence seems to prove that the Portage County
grand jury based its ruling on the jurors' conservative feelings. The jury
may have thought that if Sherman was not dealing marijuana, he still
would be alive.
Test firings by the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation confirm that
Baldine's gun was less than two inches from Sherman's head when the
bullet was fired. The Cuyahoga County Coroner's office said examination
of skin tissue showed the gun was "loosely touching or within a fraction
of an inch" from Sherman's head.
This was determined by noting that the powder burns only measured
one-fourth of an inch around the bullet hole.
Evidence shows that Baldine held the gun close to Sherman's head
when the bullet was shot, since the farther away a gun is held from a
target, the greater the area of powder burns.
The grand jury managed to overlook this convincing evidence and rule
in Baldine's favor. We wholeheartedly agree with the statement made by
Gary's father: "We won't get justice until we get this case out of Portage
County and into the federal courts."
True justice is impossible in Portage County, especially since the jury
blamed the 1970 Kent shootings on University permissiveness.
True, Gary Sherman still might be alive had he not been allegedly
involved in dealing marijuana, but Sherman was deprived of his basic
rights of innocent until proven guilty.
If this case is not further investigated, all law enforcement officers
will be handed the power to decide the guilt or innocence of a suspect.
And they'll get away with it!
A federal grand jury must take a second look at this case. Your
signature on a petition will push the urgently-needed investigation one
.step closer to reality.

april 30-day of prayer
By Karea LaBada
329 Ashley
Gacsl Stadeat Colamalsi

The Senate of the United Stales has
just pasted a resolution that I believe
could lead to the greatest spiritual
awakening America has ever seen.
"...the Congress hereby proclaim
that April M, 1 »74 be a National Day of
Hnmlllatlon, Failing aid Prayer; aad
calli apon tar people of oar aatioa to
kamble ourselves as we tee fit, before
oar Creator to acknowledge oar flaal
dependence upon Him aad to repeal of
our national alas."
This is one of the most significant

decisions that Congress bat made in
more than 100 years since they
confirmed President Lincoln's call to
prayer in 1853
This history-making call comes at a
time when America has turned from
God. Our nation ia crying out for help,
searching for direction in the time of
uncertainty and despair. We are
reaping a harvest of corruption and
violence. We are racked by doubt and
fear.
We desperately need the
forgiveness and healing of God.

For years God has been standing
ready, urging us to pray, repent and
seek Hit face.
We must respond now. This is the
moment in history that we mast grasp,
for God has promised

"II aiy people wha ara called by sty
pray, aad teak asy face aad tan freaa
their wicked ways, that) will I tear
freaa heaves, will forgive their tlaa.
aad will seal their laad."
(II
Cfcraalclef 7:14).
Men and women can be changed
Families can be changed. A nation in
turmoil can be brought back to God.
Hate can be turned to love, suspicion to

AT THIS critical hour God la urging
you and me to humble ourselves and to
pray as never before!

Lenera
cyclethon
support

I wonder if the community-at-large
is aware of the support students of
BGSU rendered the recent Wood
County Cyclethon? I'd like to make it a
matter of record
While the students voluntarily and
wholeheartedly gave their time
without thought of recognition, it
seems only fair their efforts be
acknowledged.
THE FALCON Collegiate Sport
Parachute Club publicized the
Cyclethon throughout Wood County via
"air drops"
and
parachuting
registration forms onto school grounds
of several of the county schools.
In addition, the members of that club
developed, organized and carried out
the distribution of the registration
from within the city of Bowling Green,
the major financial contributor to the
Cyclethon
In short, the "parachute club" made
the major support effort on a county-

IF SO I would like to get some mail
from a guy and I would like to get a few
letters from girls with pictures to send
me. I have 51 more days until I can
come back to Gallipolis, Ohio, my
hometown.
I will write more next time. Please
put this letter in your school
newspaper. Ok? Thank you."

wide basis and within the city of
Bowling Green.

THE ARMY ROTC cadets are to be
recognized for giving up their Saturday
morning to help operate the Bowling
Green Cyclethon courses.
Last the success of the Cyclethon
within the city of Bowling Green can be
attributed in a large part to the
Greeks, Independents and individual
students who rode in the Cyclethon or
solicited sponsors.
Quite simply, you are all wonderful
people. Thank you.

Jim Wills
28781-117
Adams Cottage
Box 1000
Oxford. Wise. 5)952

conference
coverage

Col. Robbert G. Rettle
Professor of Military Science

mail wanted

I want to thank your staff and
yourself for the wonderful coverage
the News gave our conference week
programs. One thing can be said about
the coverage and that is that it was
covered. Thanks.

I am Jim Wills. My age is 24 years. I
have blue eyes, brown hair, am 5'9"
tall and my weight is 195. I would like
to know if your school has someone
who would love to correspond with an
inmate of the Federal Correctional
Institution of Oxford, Wisconsin.

ONE THING that bothers me though
is that the address given by an

truit. and fear and uncertainty to a
new birth of faith and freedom which
only God can bring!
I am convinced that we stand on the
threshold of a great moral and
spiritual awakening. Bat It will occur
only if we pray!
BELIEVING IN PRAYER can
change oar nation. God's Word
declaret. "Everything you ask in
prayer, believing, you shall receive."
(Matthew 21:8).
I urge yon to join in this historic
effort, and to pray that, as we unite in
prayer, we shall bring honor to our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

ambassador of a foreign republic failed
to make your front page. I quite
understand that the ambassador in
question is from the third worldNigeria to be exact.
I can also see bow your editorial
judgement allowed for the
ambassador's story to be buried in the
fourth page and such great stories as
Saxbe's judgement of Pat Hearst and
the plnball machine's legality got the
frontpage.
I UNDERSTAND too, that one has to
allow for difference in individual perceptions. However, the News'
perception of International students'
news and related matters of Interest is
becoming dimmer as the year
progresses.
I wish you and your staff would
realize that International students of
BGSU too have all the rights of having
their news covered by their
newspaper
Lai Arasanmi
Chairman. Publicity Committee
Black African People's
Association

polls not taken seriously
By Dwight Greer
UAO Director at-large
UalvertityUniM
Goeit Stadeat Cotamaist

|

At UAO Dlrector-at-Large, my job Is
to act as a mediator to the student body
and the Board of Directors of UAO. I
find this job very interesting, and
hopefully, I can get a lot of student
input into campus activities within the
next year.
Bill Woods and I have been passing
out polls to the student body to find out
where certain interest lies in the areas
of campus activities such as concerts,
special events, campus movies, and
other recreational functions. We have
received a number of polls and back so
far the events the students want more
of are campus movies and concerts.

PICK UP YOUR CHECKS AT THE REAR DOOR — THIS ENTRANCE IS FOR REAL VETERANS!'
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By Mary Helen Framme
3W Alpha Gamma Delta
Gaett Stadeat Columnist
I'm writing this letter because I am
very upset about the way our Student
Government is being run.
Mr Bugie In the News, 4-18-74, you
are quoted as saying students at BG
are "starving as far as political
awareness goes " Well, 1 received a
handful of "political awareness" at the
4-23-74 SGA meeting and I feel the
student body should be familiarized
with the events that occurred
In reference to The BG News, 4-2574, there was an article that tried to
summarize the SGA meeting of 4-23-74.
It was a somewhat informing article,
except it failed to report one of the
most important incidents of the
meeting-and that is the subject of the
appointment of the Coordinator of
Involvement.
As a concerned student of this
University. I am extremely upset
about the way you handled the
situation. You said you want
suggestions and criticisms and that Is
the precise purpose of this letter.
RANDY
HATHAWAY
was
nominated by Personnel Board for the
position
of
Coordinator
of
Involvement. However, he was voted
down by the present Steering
Committee Steering Committee voted
him down for no apparent reason. One
candidate did give his reasons for
voting negatively- that he was not
permitted to bear another candidate's
viewpoint for the position of Coordinator of Involvement.
This however, is not provided for in
the Constitution. I believe there is a
great deal of prejudice against
Hathaway because be ran for Steering
Committee position opposed to SBG.
Well, I can foretell that Doug will
moat likely say Hathaway was turned
down because he wasn't qualified for

the position. However, Personnel
Board is the one to decide who is
qualified-anri they voted unanimously,
except for Bugle's negative vote, that
Hathaway is definitely competent to
handle the position
Now only did he have the backing of
Personnel Board, but the other
candidate for the position of Coordinator of Involvement also aired his
support for Randy Hathaway
Doug, you say there is a lack of
student support, yet when there's a
qualified person applying for the
position and is recommended by all of
Personnel Board, you refuse to support
him for the position.
YOU SAY you are for the betterment
of the Student Body-well so is Randy
Hathaway. There are officers in the
present SGA Administration who
believe Hathaway is fully able to serve
as Coordinator of Involvement.
However, some of those officers had no
power to vote and those that did were
outnumbered by the biased members
of the Steering Committee.
In your 4-11-74 article you wrote
"this administration is open to your
opinion and participation > including
the candidates). Is it just "open" or
are you too biased to allow a qualified
person who ran against your ticket
earn the office?
Also in the article you publicised
there is only "we the students-please
keep that in mind", but how can we if
those who do care about the students
can't help. But apparently you are only
saying that.
it you meant what you said then
Randy Hathaway would be' Coordinator of Involvement, because
Randy's first concern is "to gala
student participation from all areas of
the student body in order to strengthen
the organisation and Improve it's
rapport with the student body a* a
whole."
•

part of some of the students. A,
question on the poll was. "What kind of
Special Events would you like to
have?" The reply was,
Kill all
niggers...and throwing niggers to the
lions "
It seems to me that we call ourselves
adults, but yet a few of us have to
remain very childish Bill Woods and I
take our job seriously, and we truly
want to get student input into UAO, so
that we, the students at Bowling Green
University can grow into a well
balanced social atmosphere.
How can Bill or I do and achieve our
goals that we wish to accomplish in
UAO If people don't take our actions
seriously.

from some of the students, you can't
have an effective poll to find out the
student body's interest.
I wish to thank the great majority of
the students that expressed their ideas
to us. In any poll that is given out you
must expect a few of the polls to be
Invalid due to someone not taking them
seriously. But I am also writing this so
that in the future, hopefully we can rid
ourselves of lackadaisical attitudes
among a few students.

I CANT stress enough that the
sharing of ideas is needed to
accomplish future goals that are set
up. We need 100 per cent of shudent
input to get these activities done, and
when we have these childish games

BUT IT IS now time to start working
with SGA, Cultural Boost and most of
all the Black Student Union. We must
appeal to everyone of these groups and'
believe me.."working together, there
is so much we can do!"

the student body I think you are afraid
he knows more than you and his
accomplishments will overshadow
yours..

He served on the University
Employee Selection Board, and was
Associate Coordinator of State and
Community Affairs. He also co-edited
an SBO publication of the organization
and related boards and committees.
Doug -1 would say that shows a great
deal of accomplishments.

THE REASON I am writing this is
because I am upset at a few of the
returns due to the ignorance on the

THE PREVIOUS quote is from a
letter Hathaway wrote to the SGA
Administration after the SGA
meeting of 4-23-74.
In this letter Hathaway merely
stated the objectives that he would
pursue in the instance that he received
the position. He also stated that he was
very willing to work with the present
SGA officers for the betterment of the
Student Body.
He stated if anyone had any
questions to ask of him to please get a
hold of him and ask them. He wanted to
be sure that there were no misunderstandings existing between him and the
other members of SGA He has tried as
hard as be possibly could to communicate with the SGA officers and yet they
still are not responsive to him.
If they cannot communicate with a
student who makes this much of an
effort bow can we expect them to
communicate with regular students
who have ideas of how to deal with
student problems.
DOUG-YOU wrote in the paper
"Within the role of this job there are
many political and social roles to play
which are 'games' of sorts, but they
can have telling Implications on the
University community."
Well after sitting in at the SGA
meeting. 4-23-74.1 feel that all you are
doing is playing unimportant, unrealistic nonsense games It ia clear to
me that you are not being responsive to
the true needs and desires of the
students. My suggestion to you hi that
you quit playing these nonsensical
garnet and get down to the work of
President of the Student Body of this
University.
Another quote-"We should work
together for as many students aa
possible and not be always wary of
usurping each other's dominions'."
Hathaway has no intention of taking
over your office. He merely wants to
contribute to the general welfare at

1

DOUG-YOU stated in The BG News
"All interviews will be Impartial We
won't know who you are until the very
end of the selection process. We're
doing a good deal of revamping of the
committees to make them more than
brownie points on Job applications."
Well, Personnel Board determined
that Randy Hathaway was the beat
qualified person for the job. He

certainly does not need the position for
"brownie points".
He was Co-Chairman of the 1972
Republican campaign for the campus.
He is Treasurer of the BGSU College
Republican League and Chairman of
Campos Crusade of Mercy.
He co-edited a book on campts
organisations as a freshman He is
Campus Chairman for the Fry for
Governor Campaign, a member of
Sigma Chi Fraternity and Interfraternity Council. These an just
things that I am aware of. I'm sore
there are many more.

Hopefully, in the middle of May.
tabulations of the poll will be out and
printed in the BG News. At this point
the polls show that UAO has appealed
to a great majority of the student body. -

YOU STATED in your platform
"Anonymous-fair-tests for SBO
appointments, not who you are but
what your qualifications are." 1
suggest-you follow your views that you
ran for. At the 4-22-74 SGA meeting. I
only saw biasness and very little
fairness and the mess the SGA
Administration was getting into.
As far aa the article that Randy
wrote previously in the BG News is
concerned (4-12-74). I fed that he was
trying to make the students aware of
the discrepancies that existed in the
present and past administrations. He
was asking for more student
participation in Student Government to
make it more responsible to the
Student Body. Also. I chocked late the
accusations, and they were verified as
being factual.

SO YOU CAN see be doesn't need
this position for "brownie points He
la not only aa active participant in
these activities, bat he works and gets
things done. I can vouch for his
accomplishments and so can those
organisations.
You stated to me that Hathaway's
past record shows no achievements.
Wall. I looked Into the situation and I
discovered that he was Chairman for
Crusade of Mercy, worked on Ridge
Street,
worked
oa
the

I THINK that you had better start
examining your activities aad make
sure yea are working ia the heat
interest of the students Hathaway's
contrlbatioaa for this year have been
lost I would suggest to hhn to
completely forget about student
government for this year. I doubt that
he will just neglect the stadeat body
though He is not broken that easily. He
is a dedicated and able leader

senate projects
He orgaaised aad compiled
organization files, dealt with solving
problems for individual stodeats, aad
, researched for other aanvansttae aad

Ia doting, I woald like to say that I
hope Raady Hathaway rasa for Student
Government Association PrisMll
next winter. He woald cartaktl be a
competent leader aad I am sure that he
would draw support from all areas of
the Uarverslty community

WflWM

Journalists discuss roles

Congestion

Butch Mwmam, SOA coordinator of slats and community affairs, said tho plan
to install traffic lights en Ridge Stroot still stands, despite SOA Protioont Doug
Bogie's ether suggestions. Murnane will conduct traffic surveys to further
study the congestion problem. (Newsphoto by Marty laFentaine)

Women in journalism,
propaganda today, your
future in magazines and
visual elements of public
relations are topics
headlining the three days of
the
fourth
annual
Journalism Week
A panel of women
j irnalists will discuss the
r -le and status of women in
communications at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow in the
Alumni Room, Union. This
event is sponsored by the
Bowling Green chapter of
Women in Communications.
Inc
Panelist Kran Harris,
special features coordinator
for the WWJ stations in
Detroit, will discuss the role
ol women in broadcasting
and management. Harris
was named "Woman of the
Year" in 1972 by American
Women in Radio and
Television.
PANELIST Ann B.

Murnane wants traffic lights
President Doug Bugie.
junior (A&S), and not on
fact
Murnane said he has
obtained traffic surveys and
will ask Campus Safety for
advice in administering
them Surveys must be
conducted before the city
will approve a traffic light
system

Traffic signals on Ridge
Street may once again have
the green light from the
Student Government Association (SG A)
Butch Murnane, junior
(AAS). SGA coordinator of
state and community
affairs, said yesterday that
earlier reports of SGA
.dropping the proposal to
install traffic lights on1
Ridge Street were based
only on suggestions by SGA

MURNANE added that he
will seek student help in

conducting the surveys,
which consist of traffic and
pedestrian counts over a
period of several hours
Murnane said once the
surveys are complete they
will be presented to Mayor
Charles Bartlett and City
Council for approval "This
is just a technicality." he
said
He said he has met with
Vice
President
of
Operations J
Claude

Scheuerman about financing
the lights, but that
Scheuerman said he wasn't
sure how it would be done.
SCHEUERMAN said
yesterday financing such a
project is "a combination of
issues yet to be resolved.''
He said he will bring the
issue to the attention of University President Hollis A
Moore Jr tomorrow, and
that he will talk with city

Violinist to perform tonight
Violinist Young Kim.
assistant professor of performance studies, will
present a concert at 8 p.m
tonight in the Recital Hall of
the School of Music
He will be assisted by
pianist Jerome Rose, asso-

ciate professor of performance studies, in performances of "Sonata No. 1
in G Major for violin and
piano. Opus 78 i Rain I" and
"Sonata No. 2 in A Major for
Violin and Piano. Opus 100
iTbun)." both by Brahms

ATTENTION STUDENTS

Kim. a member of the
Bowling Green String
Quartet, will also perform
Bach s "Partita No 2 in D
Minor" for solo violin
A native of Korea, Kim
won the National Competition in Seoul at the age of 14

He came to the United
States in 1962 and studied at
the Berkshire Music Center
and Syracuse University.
Rose has been performing
on the concert stage sii.ee
1961 and recently completed
a European tour.

officials to work out possible
joint(unding.
But Scheuerman added
that the project would take
considerable time, and that
he expects no action before
fall quarter.
Murnane said reports
earlier this quarter that
SGA would not give
continued support to the
Ridge Street proposal were
misleading
He said such matters are
under his jurisdiction, and
that he has always
supported the traffic
signals
He said Bugle's idea of
installing raised
"speed
bumps" to slow traffic on
the busy thoroughfare was
just a suggestion, and should
not have been taken for
policy

Walker, commmunity
services dii ector for VVLVVCTV in Columbus, will talk on
the role ol black women in
journalism
Walker was
named
Columbus'
"Outstanding
Career
Woman of the Year" in 1969
Panelist Edie Parker, an
award-winning writer for
the Sun newspaper chain of
Cleveland, will discuss
women's status in the print
media including statistics on
hiring, promotion and
salaries
l>r Alfred McClung Lee
will address a noon luncheon
for Kappa Tau Alpha
journalism honorary society
members and guests
Thursday in the Alumni
Room. Union.

Author and editor of many
books, Dr Lee will lecture
on "Today's Propaganda
Struggles' He has been
UNESCO professor at
Milan, taught at many other
international and U.S. universities and is Professor
Emeritus of Brooklyn
College
ALSO ON Thursday.
James C. Toedtman will
speak on "Your Future in
Magazines'' at 7 30 p m in
the River Room. Union
Toedtman. a native of
Miamisburg. Ohio, is the
president of Inter/Com, Inc
and publisher of "The
Personnel Administrator "
His talk is sponsored by the
Benjamin Franklin Society,
the University's magazine

club.
Wrapping up the week on
Friday will be an 11:30 am
presentation by David Finn
in the Alumni Room. Union
Public relations workshops
will follow the presentation
and last until i p.m.
Finn, chairman of the
board and co-founder of
Ruder and Finn. Inc.. has
written several books of
public relations and teaches
at New York University. His
firm has offices in Paris.
London. New York and other
major cities around the
world, handling such
accounts as Coca-Cola and
General Mills
All events are free and
open to the public with the
exception of the luncheon

fnewMiotes
Leftovers
WASHINGTON I API - The trustees of
President Nixon's leftover campaign
funds plan to wait until bills are
submitted before deciding whether to
pay the legal expenses of former Cabinet
members John \ Mitchell and Maurice
Stans
Charles E. Potter, former Republican
senator from Michigan who is one of
three trustees of Nixon's J3 i million
campaign surplus, said he assumed
there would be no difficulty over
payment of legal fees for Stans, former
head of the Finance Committee to Reelect the President.

Car prices up
DETROIT (API - Chrysler Corp.
reporting its first quarter profits
dropped 98 per cent from last year,
announced yesterday that prices of its
1974 model cars and trucks will go up an
average f99 tomorrow.
Citing "world gasoline shortages,
inflation and fears of a recession." the

1

auto maker reported earnings of 11.6
million, down from last year's record
$89 8 million

Ohio politics
(API The race for sute auditor in
Ohio heated up again yesterday with
charges from a Republican candidate
that the Democratic officeholder and his
son are the beneficiaries of an illegal
"flower fund "
Thomas Cloud, a Montgomery County
commissioner and a candidate for the
GOP nomination for auditor, leveled the
accusation at veteran Auditor Joseph
Ferguson Ferguson's son, Deputy
Auditor Thomas Ferguson, is running
for the Democratic place on the ballot.
Cloud, who acknowledged he was
relying on sources inside the auditor's
office whom he couldn't name, charged
contributions to the fund are mandatory
- and in violation of Ohio law.
Thomas Ferguson, present when
Cloud told reporters of his inside
information, declared: "If he has any
proof of those charges, he should back
them up. If not, he ought to apologize
and get out of the campaign.''

T.O.'s CAMPUS CORNER
Across from Kohl Hall

'645

A MONTH
STARTING PAY

SUMMER JOBS/
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

MARKET RESEARCH WORK
INTERVIEWS AND
APPLICATIONS

WED. MAY 1, 1974
11:00 AM. I 2.-00 P.M.
PERRY ROOM, UNION

HOODED SWEATSHIRTS
— 3 styles —

Jackets, Jerseys & T-shirts
"Everything For Your Everyday Needs"

WRITE:

OR MAMTKSEARCHWC.
6500 PEARL R0.

BREAD

BEER

CLEVELAND, OH. 44130

YOU MUST LIVE IN OR BE ABLE
TO WORK M THE CLEVELAND AREA

Tuesday

STEAK
BREAK
'1.29
Dig Into a steak every Tuesday Irom 4 o clock
on Our regular $1 79 Family Steak with baked
potato, tossed salad and roll. We call it Family
Night but it doesn't take a family to enjoy it —
or even any extra money from home.

PONDEEOSA STEAK BOUSE

D/nniR

MILK

STILL LOOKING FOR
A PLACE TO LIVE
THIS SUMMER & FALL
IF SO, STOP OUT TO CHERRY
HILL VILLAGE AND SEE WHY WE
HAVE THE BEST APARTMENTS IN
TOWN.

SUMMER LEASE AVAILABLE
SPECIAL RATES-JUNE 15th
TO AUG. 30th $300.00 FOR
COMPLETE APARTMENT.
"Cablevision Available"

2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS

853 NAPOLEON RD.
SUITE 5
For info call 352-6248
...
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5 GEN. ADMISSION, 6 DAY OF SHOW

Plenty of tickets
still available

MAY 9th
8 P.M.
MEM. HALL
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SHOP KROGER FROM
THE HANDBILL
DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR THIS
WEEK AND
PROVE TO
YOURSELF
KROGER HAS
SLASHED PRICES

Kissinger's next stop: Algiers
GENEVA.
Switzerland
(AP) - Secretary of State
Henry A Kissinger ended
more than nine hours of
talks yesterday with Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko before flying to
Algiers on the second leg of
his Middle East peace
mission.
American officials said
the statesmen held a "full
discussion" in day-long talks
in Kissinger's
18th floor
hotel suite. Kissinger first
met with Gromyko at the
Soviet mission Sunday
Gromyko
emerged
smiling from Kissinger's
suite and said the talks were
"friendly and businesslike."
"The questions which
were discussed by us must

be discussed at the highest
level when President Nixon
comes to Europe,"
Gromyko said.
"I agree with what the
foreign minister has said,"
Kissinger said, adding, "I
expect we will have Soviet
understanding and, I hope,
cooperation.
"THE Middle East can be
handled this week." be
declared.
But he agreed with
Gromyko that both the
Middle East and nuclear
arms would have to be
discussed "at the highest
level."
The two foreign ministers
spent the entire morning on
the Middle East, then after

lunch discussed the issue of
strategic arms limitations
(SALT).
Sources said the morning
discussions were dominated
by discussion of the
prospects for disengaging
Israeli mod Syrian forces on
the Golan Heights.
As the ministers talked,
Israeli and Syrian planes
fought air battles above the
Golan front and gun duels
raged for the 49th straight
day
IN MAJOR Arab and
Israeli capitals, leaders took

II
II
15
16

The nation-wide grape boycott has not ended as reported
in Friday's News, according to Luis Garcia, freshman
(A&S), and Linda Squires, sophomore i A&Si. members of
the Committee in Support of the United Farm Workers.
Squires and Garcia said only the secondary boycott-the
request that persons not shop in stores stocking non-union
produce-has ended.
They said the grape boycott, both nationally and at the
Great Scot Food store on Wooster St.. is still underway,
adding that the committee is leafleting the store.

Seats available for Kent rally
Student Government Association transportation still is
available lor the Kent State
rally this weekend
Four buses will leave the
Union oval at 8:30 a.m.
Saturday and return at 1:30
■ i in
Sunday.
Students
wishing to purchase $4
round-trip tickets should
sign-up in 405 Student
Services Bldg.
Cash is required at the
time of sign-up.
Saturday at 2 30 p.m., a
rally and workshops will be
held at Kent to protest the
continuing war in South
Vietnam and Cambodia, the
Watergate Administration
and the 1970 Kent and
Jackson State killings
Speakers include Daniel
Ellsberg; Julian Bond, civil
rights leader; Jane Fonda.
Ron Kovic of the American

Winners named
Winners in the seventh
annual competitions
in
music sponsored by the
Friends of Music and the
School of Music have been
announced
First-place winners were
Michael Varner. sophomore
(Mus.
Ed.),
percussion;
Mary
Woehr. junior
l Music I. violin; Charles
Blakeman.
sophomore
(Music), clarinet; Marjorie
Bennett,
sophomore
(Music), voice; Robert
Agnew.
senior
(Music!,
composition, and Maureen
Wallis. senior
Musi.
piano.
The 1974 winners will be
featured in a May 19
concert.

Stick around

SPRING WEEKEND
May 10-12

CINEMA I
Now tth Weak
EVE. 7:15 & 9:45
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Veterans Movement, and
Dean Kahler. one of the KSU
students wounded by guardsmen's gunfire four years
ago
Judy Collins and Holly
Near also are on Ihe
program

THE EXORCIST
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SO THAT'S WHY I'M
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In Beirut. Lebanon, Palestinian guerrilla leaders
threatened to assassinate
any Arab leader who signs a
peace agreement with
Israel.
KISSINGER will meet
later in the week with President Sadat at Alexandria,
Egypt, and then will visit
Tel Aviv and Damascus in
an effort to directly mediate
disengagement of forces in
the Golan.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday. April JO. 1974
The BGStl Skating Club will meet tonight al 7 30 p m
in the Ice Arena Elections of 74-75 officers will be
held. All members must attend
The BGSU Karate Club will meet tonight from 8-10
p m in the South Gym of the Women's Building. Open
topublk.
The Stock Market Club will meet tonight at 7:00p.m
in the Pink Dogwood Suite of the Union
LOST AND POUND
Lost Girls gold watch
around Union oval during
Derby chase Friday. Reward Call Donna, S-8W7
HELP WANTED
SUMMER
WORK.
Cleveland.
Akron-Canton Toledo. Men A
Women. 1550 mo. Interviews May 2. 4th floor
Student Services. Sea
Display Ad.
WANTED
1 roommate nt aded to
sublet house across from
campus this summer
Furnished CalHSMWI.
1 f. for summer owa
room Cheap. Call SB91.13.
Immediate occupancy 1
female roommate to stay
with 2 other girls. Call
anytime after 4:00. 554MB.
Need ad badly: Seamstress skilled la the
repair of valued blue
fum WU1 pay handsomely! ! Call Rob at S54Nikkormat camera. Call
Jan at BG News. 17S-

tm.

Parso* nuded to share
apt for ■—r or
iooger Call John at JU74B0.
2 female to sublease im
aasaUataly through Sept.
Before 3 90 call 352-0054
After 4:30, 36MS15
1
NH after 5.

FfMOAY A SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIE
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LAJT CHAMCl
To See This Academy
Award Winning F*n
EVE. 7:20 & 9:50

and Palestinian rights are
restored.

DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
* Can I ....." Car*
i

Grape boycott still on

hard lines.
In Tel Aviv, Israeli
Defense Minister Moshe
Oayan said his government
had not changed its position
on withdrawing from Syrian
territory. He clearly hinted
this position, which has
never been made public.
meant no significant pullback behind the lines set in
the 1967 war.
Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat said in Cairo
that Egyp' would not end the
battle with Israel until the
last
Israeli soldiers
withdraw from Arab soil

•Ter yoar PHOTOGRAPHIC needs: partraits, paaaperta. applisaadetc Wiaelsrod
ISO w.

n.»44wU.

SKIN PROBLEM? Men
and women clear up your
complexion with easy to
use STARUTE Call for
appointment Betty. 3520041
CUSTOM WEDDING
RINGS by PHILIP
MORTON at THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaut.
Passport and ID photos
CALL HAGER STUDIO.
Need to talk? Decisions?
Call us at EMPA for
pregnancy Aid 352-6MU
Mil-I.TWR6 30-9 30. F

»*
Will do full time babysitting. 353-0756
INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe. The
Middle East, The Far
East, Africa, or practically aajrwhsre? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help rou find the
least aapetislva way for
letting where you waat
to go. Phone as toil-tree,
M hoars a day, at iMO)
Abortion Information
Service CUaic very dose
to area. 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by
Ucsaaad certified gynecologist
Immediate
amngamsMa will be
made with no hassle Call
collect 24 ho
210431-1557.
lnOUONAU
Dave,

I wouldn't have
-Hove my Big
tUMasJay.

ril.oj...».lll..M f Qori
Clwk—a a* Jackie
Garriaejer aa belag
■atarlii Ma Mortar
Board. Year Slatan la
CaOaaai

Jodi - Congratulations on
being tapped for Mortar
Board! Love in KD Little Judy.
Slave Day, May 4th.
sponsored by Tau Beta
Sigma 4 Kappa Kappa
Psi, service organisations affiliated with
BGSU Bands For slaves
call 372-2991. S am -5
p.m.. or 352-0162 after 5
p.m. any day this week.
You name work-babysitting, yard work, ironing
etc.
Lov: A great 18 months.
10/27/72, Love John.
Congrats to Peg Abrams
on being tapped for
Mortar Board Love, the
Angels.
Steve, I days of Sigma
Nu activation. Congratulations. Greene A
Swanal.
Dave • It's more than
"cool" being your Beta
Little Diamond. So
happy!-ANN.

I0i50 mobile home in
good condition. 055-3702
China Hutch, 2 sofas.
wall lamps, TV-stereo
console, color TV. Call
372-2871.
Two Optimus - 2 speakers Almost new $100 00
372-1308
Authentic African beadschoker on sale 352-7008
10' i 50' mobile home
Cheaper than rent No. 122 Gypsy Lane
Estates $1905 3524005

Sum qtr Apt to sublet;
1 bdrm : AC; Cablevision, pool 352-8323 6:00
on

2 bed. apt. near campus.
Available Immediately
until Sept. 15 Call 3520302 from 1-5 and 352-7306
evenings

2 bed. apts. Furn.. a/c.
Special summer rates.
Buff Apts 1470 and 1400
Clougb. Call 354-7541.3534203 or 352-3143 for information.

1972 Vega Hatchback
Red. Automatic 15.000
miles Radio Phone 3520443afHr3
1972 Sasaki ISO. 3400
miles 21000 or best of ler
Ph. Ffdiay U3 MOO.
0* Cetlaaa. I cyl., with
air. Lew mUsage, good
coadlttaa-Cafl 272-2041
Trtaiwah. Spitfire IV
19T2, 27 mi per gal 352422taftsr5 00
Declawad, aauter
17
£
asAMOOaflori,
0 cyl. mu...

Apt. to sublet. 2 brm.
Furnished
$100 incl
utilities 372 1371

FOR SALE

Pioneer SX-021 receiver
A 2 electro-voice 14
speakers $380 372-4230

GREENV1EW APARTMENTS NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER Special
rates on i and 2 bedrooms or efficiencies.
Call 352-1105 between 11
Ipm.

CAMPUS MANOR Special summer rates - a few
left for fall Call 352-9302
from 1-5 and 352-7305
evenings.

Apts. and rooms near
campus. Fall and Summer rentals Phone 3527305.

Electrostatic speakers.
For someone who wants
fine sound reproduction
Janaiaa Z-S00-A only
1230 For the pair. Call

Apt. to sublet summer. 1
bdrm . air cond , furn..
3524000.

FOfl KENT

BUS STATION CARRY
OUT - Next to Hydraulic
Rm. 500 Lehman.

1972 Bag. X-cond 11950
302-7000 after i :00pm

GREENV1EW APARTMENTS now renting efficiencies for IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY Call 352-1196
between 12-6 p.m

Room for female student
avail, sow. 354-0744 201
S. Collage.
Apt for rant - 2 bedrooms, furn . bathroom
!■ a half, ah- coad. Call
Roger. 352-0020.
LOOKING FOR AN
APARTMENT? TRY
OURS. Otb Street Apartments 003 to 015 0th
Street. 2 bedroom, fan■bed. air conditioned
P10 mo for 9 moa. $111
ono. far 12 mos Call 3520717 for farther iafarmatioa.
NOW LEASING
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom apartBig closets, carpetiag
uweughom, goad locations
Apartmeat
sailings located at 521
East Marry aad 014 Sixth
Street Phoae SOJ-7301 (or

FIRST TIME
ADVERTISED
FALL AND SUMMER
010 Seventh Street 2 bedroom furnished, hsat
water, air cond , cablevision included-dishwasher optional FALL
RATES. 4 persons $67 50
each 3 persons $79.50
each. Ask about summer
rates
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr Furn 2 bed. 2
baths. $225 mo. 3 occupants. $240 mo. 4 occupants. 1 bed. furn., 2
adults $170 mo Prices
are for a 0 mo. lease.
heat 4 water furn., lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection. 3524304 or HOa-0001 collect.
APARTMENTS
RENT 351-4471.

TO

1 bed apt sublease summer, new; air cond.
close to campus, call 352■»Wor.O»4m
Summer sublet. Fare 1
bad. apt w/a.c. Close to
. 352-7973 after 6
1 bedroom far. apt, air
coaSlUoaad, utilities paid
except electric. Opea
May 15 3514705

Rooms for real 410
North Prospect Urn

m4,n»»

Polish play premiers here
By [.Ml Tapbara
The first American production of the Polish play
"In A Little Country House"
will be held in toe University's Joe E. Brown
Theatre this week.
The play was written in
1922 by Stanislaw I Wit
klewicx, a writer, philosopher and painter.
Stephania E. Gross, assistant professor in the Language Laboratory, translated the play and worked
with Dr Allen S White,
theatre director, in adapting
the play for the stage.
The play is the outcome of
a faculty research grant
given to the two to study
Witkiewicz and translate his
plays
Witkiewicz is considered
one of the founders of the
Theatre of the Absurd which
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Three bikes head theft list

Five thefts occurred over
the weekend, according to a
Campus Safety spokesman.

A television set was
reportedly taken from Ed
Hyglewici. freshman
lAASi The set. valued at
$100, was recovered by
officers from a car occupied

by several juveniles,
according to the spokesman,
who said the case is still
pending
The bottom half of a wet
wit. valued at ISO. was
reportedly taken from a car
belonging to Scott Marshall,
sophomore (A4S). The car
was parked in lot IS.

A Schwinn two-speed
bicycle was reportedly
taken from David Vance,
freshman (Ed l. while it
was parked at Harshman
Quadrangle. The bike was
valued at J25.
A THREE-SPEED bike
belonging to Pam Nance.

Dorms to get first aid kits
The University will soon issue properly
equipped first aid kits to all University living
units, according to Chris Mehlmg. junior
(A&S) and member of the Student
Government Association Steering
Committee
The action, which was announced in a
memo from Coordinator of Residence
Programs Payetta Paulsen to all hall
directors, is the result of a survey Mehling
conducted that showed most living units had
poorly equipped kits.

Recycle
Your Salable

Mehling last week requested that Paulsen
issue fully equipped first aid kits to each
University dormitory, to be kept at the main
desk of each.
Mehling said greek living units also will be
issued kits
He said the kits will include ail necessary
equipment to assure thorough emergency
care, but no medicine or drugs.
"They won't be very elaborate, but they'll
have everything a dormitory needs," he said.
He added that be is satisfied with the quick
attention his request received.

Come feel the hills and
valleys of your feet.

Goods AVOID THE
HASSLES OF
GARAGE SALES
BUY and SELL

Scholl

junior
I A&S ).
was
reportedly taken while
parked at Offenhauer B. The
bike was valued at S80
A 10-speed Sitoh bike was
reportedly taken from Judy
Dunn, freshman (A&S).
while parked at Kreischer
Quadrangle. The bike was
valued at $150
Campus Safety also
reports that a felonious
assault charge has been
filed by Campus Safety
against Lawrence Schnell of
Ashland, Ohio. The charge is

the result of an incident
April 7 when Schnell
allegedly fired seven shots
into the Gamma Phi Beta
hourse An assault charge
also has been filed against
Schnell by Sue Peterson,
junior (Ed 1. who told police
Schnell hit her that night
Schnell is free on a $7,000
bond for the assault charge
and $15,000 bond for the
felonious assault charge. He
will appear in Bowling
Green Municipal Court May
3

■tresses the abaurdity of
life. However, his plays deal
with a search for meaning in
life
THE STORY deals with a
woman's ghost who visits
earth after her death.
During her life she created
chaos and unhapplnesi for
her family and lovers but
when she returns she
restores order in unexpected
ways.
"Wltkiewicz's plays are a
study of characters and
situations and
are
timeless,'' Dr White, director of the play. said.
The setting of his plays
are relatively unimportant
and the characters are
bizarre, containing no
stereotypical qualities.
He does not get tied up in
the physical realities and
trappings of life, he is more
concerned with the meaning
of life. Dr White added
Gross said Witkiewicz
progressed ahead of other
dramatists Of his time. He
was an iconoclast and the
Poles admired his new
approach, she said.

IN THE

NEW TO YOU
THHFTSHOP

Rtd. »Hif». MM. W Done cushion*] Inintr
H'tO Rllfd hfl or till (boot only) $11 95. Rtgulnl,

143 w. BOOSTER
PHONt 354-2271

Hours: Wed. thru Sat.
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

J

112 SOUTH MAIN

I JOGGING SHOES
NIKEA-A-A
FINDLAND BLUEA
KENYA REDAi
reg.*19.95 sale

Close to Campus

352-0717
or
352-7660

We handle
ADIDAS & NIKE

RUNNING SHIRTS]

j

VENTILATED NYLON
AND DOUBLE KNITS

*
*
*

reg. »4.50-'5.00

sale

fflj

SUMMER WORK
Cleveland - Akron - Canton - Toledo

- FEATURING -

0.

MEN & WOMEN

Char Broiled Sleaki aod
Chops
Fall Coarse Family Dig-

Investigate this opportunity before committing yourself to any
other summer job. Excellent pay program with '550 per month guaranteed. Career opportunity and part time development program for
those qualified. Car or access to one necessary. Involves no door-todoor canvassing or traveling.

it VARIETIES
PANCAKES A WAFFLES
Open Tact Ikn Sal. 7:JC-8
Suodiyi 7:31-7:SI

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

AT THE BGSU GOLF COURSE

Place: Student Court Room - 4th Floor, Student Services
Times: 10, 11, 1 ft 3
Date: Thursday, May 2

I

SPECIAL RATES FOR BGSU
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF

9 HOLES - 75*

mm iILM

(SHVW ID AT CLUBHOUSE)
PRIZES AWARDED DAILY FOR LOW
SCORES (MUST BE ATTESTED)
Wl APPIICIATI YOUR INTIRISTI

WE HAVE

Blue Jeans
at a very

"Special Price"
Rag.'11.50 to'1&50

Now all *7"
(TufM.-Wsd.only)

The Powder Puff

F.G. Rybka
5301 Dartmouth Dr., Parma, Ohio 44129

••••••**A-**A~A***A~AA"AArA"A**

I NOW THRU THURSDAY, MAY 2 I

525Ridft

16

*
*
*
*
*
*
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awram

GOLF APPRECIATION WEEK

WstofUcDontld

FOR ALL OF YOUR ATHLETIC *
*
NEEDS.
THE LOCKER ROOM
*
SPORTING GOODS
*

PLEASE BE ON TIME - For those unable
to attend interview write:

• DON'T MISS'

8:00 ».m.-4:00 p.m. only

The Grove Patterson address, named in honor of the
former editor-in-chief of the Blade, will be held at 7:30
tonight in the Dogwood Suite. Union.
Yesterday's Green Sheet said the address will be held in
the Alumni Room.

■y- SPECIALS •¥•

IO0N SPECIALS DAILY

|

Patterson address correction

Call Maurer Green For
Low Summer Rates

L MU

DORSEY'S DRUGS, INC.
Ill Railroad Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

BECAUSE Witkiewicz is

Going To Summer School

ON SALE NOW AT $10.95

BRING US YOUR
CONSIGNMENTS

GHOSTS, suicides and
murders reoccur in many of •
Wltkiewicz's plays, according to Dr. White.
He was obsessed with the
theme of suicide to the point
of practicing it. He killed
himself at the age of 54 when
the Germans invaded
Poland in 1938
However, death is not the
ultimate tragedy in his
plays. The real tragedy he
wants to show is "the loneliness and inability of people
to communicate and express
themselves," Dr. White
said

not concerned with realities,
Gross, said it might be difficult for those raised on TV
drama to understand him.
The play has no heroes and
no truly good person for the
audience to identify with,
she added
It Is important for the
audience to know tbey will
not be entertained in the
traditional manner but will
be confronted with a
strange, surrealistic view of
life, she said.
The playwright himself
said. "Nothing is absurd
enough to express the]
mystery of life."
Performances will be
tomorrow through Sunday in
Joe E. Brown Theatre at 8
p.m. Tickets are 25 cents for
students with IDs. Si 50 for
adults and 50 cents for high
school students

A A A"A A1 A"A A"A A A A A"A" A A A A A^ A A A A AA

exercise sandals
Come rest your feet in
the hollows and the rises.
Experience the coolness ol
polished beechwood against
the warmth ol bare skin Feel the
little mound we call the toe-gup.
that helps you turn mere steps Into a
beautiful toning and awakening lor your
legs. Scholl. the original Exercise Sandals

However, production of his
plays was limited to his
homeland and did not gain
much outside fame until the
last decade

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT
II!
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
Houses & Apartments
For Rent
FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.
"Cablevision Available"

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378

*

5
Attention Women Interested j
In Sorority Open Rush!
Register Now In Rm. 440
Student Services Bldg.
OPEN RUSH STARTS
FRIDAY, APRIL 26
AND LASTS
THROUGH FRIDAY, MAY 10
You must have a 2.2 accum. and cannot have
pledged an N.P.C. sorority during the past
year.

10-5 DAILY
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Wt rfaanra fie nftit to anal quart
Irtt. Pnctt i itams tflsttra. M
K"H»r .n Malro SoaAnf Crawl
store, or«> Mon . Apr. ?» Mini Sun
Ma, 5 Nont KM to dHWl Copy
ngUt 1974 The Kroff CO

Apr* *•. 1*74

SHOP KROGER FROM
THE HANDBILL
DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOOR THIS
WEEK AND
PROVE TO
YOURSELF
KROGER HAS
SLASHED PRICES

Kissinger's next stop: Algiers
GENEVA. Switzerland
(API - Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger ended
more than nine hours of
talks yesterday with Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko before flying to
Algiers on the second leg of
his Middle East peace
mission.
American officials said
the statesmen held a "full
discussion" in day-long talks
in
Kissinger's
18th floor
hotel suite Kissinger first
met with Gromyko at the
Soviet mission Sunday.
Gromyko
emerged
smiling from Kissinger's
suite and said the talks were
"friendly and businesslike."
"The questions
which
were discussed by us must

be discussed at the highest
level when President Nixon
comet to Europe,"
Gromyko said.
"I agree with what the
foreign minister has said,"
Kissinger said, adding, "I
expect we will have Soviet
understanding and, I hope,
cooperation.
"THE Middle East can be
handled this week," be
declared.
But he agreed with
Gromyko that both the
Middle East and nuclear
arms would have to be
discussed "at the highest
level "
The two foreign ministers
spent the entire morning on
the Middle East, then after

Grape boycott still on
The nation-wide grape boycott has not ended as reported
in Friday's News, according to Luis Garcia, freshman
(A&S). and Linda Squires, sophomore IA4S). members of
the Committee in Support of the United Farm Workers.
Squires and Garcia said only the secondary boycott- the
request that persons not shop in stores stocking non-union
produce-has ended.
They said the grape boycott, both nationally and at the
Great Scot Food store on Wooster St.. is still underway,
adding that the committee is leafleting the store.

Seats available for Kent rally
Student Government Association transportation still is
available for the Kent State
rally this weekend.
Four buses will leave the
Union oval at 8:30 am
Saturday and return at 1:30
am
Sunday
Students
wishing to purchase $4
round-trip tickets should
sign-up in 405 Student
Services Bldg
Cash is required at the
time of sign-up.
Saturday at 2:30 p.m., a
rally and workshops will be
held at Kent to protest the
continuing war in South
Vietnam and Cambodia, the
Watergate
Administration
and the 1970 Kent and
Jackson State killings
Speakers include Daniel
Ellsberg; Julian Bond, civil
rights leader; Jane Fonda.
Ron Kovic of the American

Veterans Movement, and
Dean Kahler, one of the KSU
students wounded by guardsmen's gunfire four years
ago
Judy Collins and Holly
Near also are on the
program

SPRING WEEKEND
May 10-12

CINEMA I
Now 8th Week
EVE. 7:15 & 9:45
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To See This Academy
Award Winning Him
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In Beirut. Lebanon. Palestinian guerrilla leaders
threatened to assassinate
any Arab leader who signs a
peace agreement with
Israel.
KISSINGER will meet
later in the week with President Sadat at Alexandria.
Egypt, and then will visit
Tel Aviv and Damascus in
an effort to directly mediate
disengagement of forces in
the Golan.
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The Stock Market Club will meet tonight at 7:00 p m
in the Pink Dogwood Suite of the Union

WANTED
1 roommate needed to
sublet house across from
campus this summer.
F^ixntshed. CalH5S4«OI
1 f. for summer own
room Cheap. Call 35*
Mil.
Immediate occupancy l
female roommate to stay
with 1 other girls. Call
anytime after 400. X4MH.
Needed badly Seamstress skilled la the
repair of valued blue
Jeans WUI pay handsomely!! Call Rob at 354Wli
Nikkormat camera. Call
Jim at BG News. 171PersoB needed to share
apt. for summer or
longer Call John at M-

Wg.

For your PHOTOGRAPHIC aeeds: portraits, passports. appUcaUoaoaadetc WiHbrod
Stwite US W. Wo
Ph »4*041

fat. me

SAUIMUCH

J YOU?

Slave Day. May 4th,
sponsored by Tau Beta
Sigma It Kappa Kappa
Psi. service organisations affiliated with
BGSU Bands For slaves
call 171-1991, 1 am -5
p.m . or 352-0162 after 5
p.m. any day this week.
You name work-babysitting, yard work, ironing
etc

The BGSU Karate Club will meet tonight from M0
p.m in the South Gym of the Women's Building Open
to public.

SUMMER
WORK
Cleveland.
Akron-Canton. Toledo. Men A
Women, fSSO/mo. Interviews May 1. 4th floor
Student Services. See
Display Ad.

mt.N0, IP!
WEWASA6M
IT! NEVER

Jodi - Congratulations on
being tapped for Mortar
Board! Love in KD •
UlUeJudy.

The IIUSI' Skating Club will meet tonight at 7 30 p m
in the Ice Arena elections of 74-75 officers will be
held. All members must attend.
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Lost. Girls gold watch
around Union oval during
Derby chase Friday. Iteward Call Donna. 1-5917.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

1 female roommate. MMI1 after S.
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1 female to sabkuae immediately through Sept
Before 1:00 call Ml WOI
AJier 4 ». »MIU.

FRIDAY & SATUROAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIE

and Palestinian rights are
restored.

DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
Caf. 'I Gm l Imxn <<*.

so THAT'S my I'M
H£R£BOi5 IMPeACHMENTf
I WANT TOUR VIEWS,
YOUR THJU6HTS ON HOW
MY me SHOW 60!

HELP WANTED

Stick around
for

IN MAJOR Arab and
Israeli capitals, leaders took

hard lines.
In Tel Aviv, Israeli
Defense Minister Mosbe
Dayan said his government
had not changed its position
on withdrawing from Syrian
territory. He clearly hinted
this position, which has
never been made public,
meant no significant pullback behind the lines set in
the 1987 war.
Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat said in Cairo
that Egypt would not end the
battle with Israel until the
last
Israeli soldiers
withdraw from Arab soil

DOONESBURY

Winners named
Winners in the seventh
annual competitions
in
music sponsored by the
Friends of Music and the
School of Music have been
announced.
First-place winners were
Michael Varner. sophomore
(Mus
Ed.l, percussion;
Mary Woehr, junior
I Music 1. violin; Charles
Blakeman.
sophomore
I Music), clarinet; Marjorie
Bennett,
sophomore
(Music), voice;
Robert
Agnew.
senior
(Music).
composition, and Maureen
Wallis, senior (Music).
piano
The 1974 winners will be
featured in a May 19
concert.

lunch discussed the issue of
strategic arms limitations
(SALT).
Sources said the morning
discussions were dominated
by discussion of the
prospects for disengaging
Israeli and Syrian forces on
the Golan Heights
As the ministers talked,
Israeli and Syrian planes
fought air battles above the
Golan front and gun duels
raged for the 49th straight
day

SKIN PROBLEM? Men
and women clear up your
complexion with easy to
use STARUTE Ceil for
appointment Betty. 552H41.

Lov: A great IS months.
10/17/71. Love John
Congrats to Peg Abrams
on being tapped for
Mortar Board. Love, the
Angels.

CUSTOM WEDDING
RINGS by PHILIP
MORTON at THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaut.

Steve, 8 days of Sigma
Nu activation. Congratulations. Greene A
Swannl.

Passport and ID photos
CALL HAGER STUDIO

Dave - It's more than
"cool" being your Beta
Little Diamond. So
hsypyi-ANN.

Need to talk- Decisions?
Call us at EMPA for
pregnancy Aid SS1-S2M
MlM;TWR«:J0-9:3O;F

»*
WUI do full time babysltting. 3M-47M
INTERESTED IN NOFRILLS LOW-COST JET
TRAVEL to Europe. The
Middle East The Far
East. Africa, or practically anywhare? EDUCATIONAL FLIGHTS
can help you find the
least expensive way for
getting where you want
to go. Phone us toll-free,
14 hours a day. at (M0)
m-ssaa

Authentic African beadschofcer on sale 3517888
10' x 50' mobile home
Cheaper than rent No. Ill Gypsy Lane
Estates 81995 3S2-4006
FOB RENT
CAMPUS MANOR Special summer rates - a few
left for (all. Call 352-9302
from 1-5 and 352-7365
evening!
1 bed. apt. near campus
Available immediately
until Sept 15. Call 3529302 from 1-5 and 352-7385
evenings.

FOR SALE

1 bed. apts. Furn., a/c.
Special summer rates.
Buff Apts 1470 and 1480
dough Call 354-7541.3534183 or 35*3143 for information.

Electrostatic speakers
For someone who wants
fine sound reproduction.
Janszcn Z-SO0-A only
SS0 For the pair. Call
S5S4449
Pioneer SX-tSs receiver
A S electro-voice 14
speakers. 1360 S7S-4M0
1971 Vega Hatchback
Red. Automatic 15,000
miles. Radio Phone 3SS0441 after 1.

ranoNAU

Triumph, Spitfire IV
1971, 17 mi. per gal.3534» after StS.

CoafratuUiloM to Clara
rhnks—a wd Jackie
Garr lager oa being
inducted Me Mortar
Board. Year Sisters la
CMOsnaga.

Two Optimus - 2 speakers. Almost new 8100 00
371-139S.

Apts and rooms near
campus. Fall and Summer rentals Phone 3527186.

Abortion Information
Service. Clinic very close
to area, l 24 week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist. Immediate
arrangements will he
made with no hassle. Call
collect 14 hour service
1W431-1U7.

Dave. I wouldn't have
another - I love my Big
BreMserl UttteJey.

China Hutch. 2 sofas.
wall lamps. TV-stereo
console, color TV. Call
172-2871

BUS STATION CARRY
OUT - Neat to Hydraulic
Rm 500 Lehman

1971 Bug X-cond 11950
SM-70SS after SOP p.m

f

10x50 mobile home in
good condition 655-3792

1*72 Sasaki 550 1400
miles. S1SS0 or beet offer.
l^Fltdlay«lS4aM
at Cutlass, S cyl.. with
air Lew mileage, good
coadltlea.CallS7S-SMl

Beautiful young eat for
sale. Dadawed, neuter
ed. playful - all shots
SU-S1 SI after S.
rattta.

S cyl. anto..
Gead economy
I Call SS4-S3S1.

Room for female student
avail, now 164-0744. 201
S. College
Apt. for rent - 1 bedrooms, furn. bathroom
A a half, air coed. Call
Roger. 351-0010
LOOKING FOR AN
APARTMENT? TRY
OURS. 8th Street Apartments SOS to SIS 8th
Street. 1 bedroom, furnished, air conditioned.
8210 mo. for S moa. 8186
mo. for 11 mos. Call 351
•717 for farther informatloa.
NOW LEASING
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
Nice two bedroom apartments for lour students
Big closets, carpeting
throughout, goad locations
Apartment
Iwildlags located at 521
East Marry aadSM Sixth
Street Phone 35*7381 for
farther informs tkm

GREENV1EW APARTMENTS now renting efficiencies for IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY Call 351 1195
between 12-6 p.m.
Apt to sublet summer, 1
harm., air cond , furn..
351-0010.
GREENV1EW APART
MENTS NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER Special
rates on 1 and 1 bedrooms or efficiencies
Call 351-1195 between 11
8p.m.
Apt. to sublet 3 brm
Furnished
8160 incl
a till ties. 372-1371
Sum qtr : Apt to sublet;
1 bdrm ; AC; Cablevisior.. pool. 352 83236 00

on.
FIRST TIME
ADVERTISED
FALL AND SUMMER
118 Seventh Street 1 bedroom furnished, hsat.
water, air cond . cablevision included-dishwasher optional. FALL
RATES. 4 persons 887 SO
each 3 persons 87950
each. Ask about summer
rates.
Now Renting For Fall
Qtr. Furn 1 bed. 1
baths. 8125 mo. 3 occupants. 8240 mo. 4 occupants. .1 bed. furn.. 1
adults 3170 mo. Prices
are for a 9 mo. lease,
beat A water furn., lower
prices for 1 year lease.
Call for our low summer
rates and inspection. 3524394 or H93-SH1 collect.
APARTMENTS
RENT 3614871.

TO

lbed. apt. sublease summer, sew; air cond
close to campus, call 351
STS3or3614316
Summer subset. Fern. 1
bad. apt w/a.c Close to
campus. 352-7973 after 8.
1 bedroom fan. apt, air
conditioned, utilities paid
except electric. Opea
May 16.353-«7S6.
3 bedroom houses available aaaiimae. Low rates

l-sTs-act

Rooms for rent US
North Prospect Low
rates for summer and
next school year. 361-

HMJ

Polish play premiers here
By Lisas T«s*ari
The first American production of the Polish play
in A Uttle Country House'
will be held in the University's Joe E. Brown
Theatre this week.
The play was written in
US by Stanislaw I Witklewicx, a writer, philosopher
and
painter
Stephania E Gross, assistant professor in the Language Laboratory, translated the play and worked
with Dr Allen S White,
theatre director, in adapting
the play for the stage.
The play is the outcome of
a faculty research grant
given to the two to study
Witkiewicz and translate his
plays
Witkiewicz is considered
one of the founders of the
Theatre of the Absurd which
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Three bikes head theft list

Five thefts occurred over
the weekend, according to a
Campus Safety spokesman.

A television set was
reportedly taken from Ed
Ryglewict. freshman
IAAS). The set. valued at
1100. was recovered by
offleers from a car occupied

by several juveniles,
according to the spokesman,
who said the case is still
pending.
The bottom half of a wet
suit, valued at $50 was
reportedly taken from a car
belonging to Scott Marshall,
sophomore (A&SI. The car
was parked in lot IS.

A Schwinn two-speed
bicycle was reportedly
taken from David Vance,
freshman (Ed.i, while it
was parked at Harshman
Quadrangle The bike was
valued at J25

A THREE-SPEED bike
belonging to Pam Nance.

Dorms to get first aid kits
The University will soon issue properly
equipped first aid kits to all University living
units, according to Chris Mehling. junior
(AiiS) and member of the Student
Government Association Steering
Committee
The action, which was announced in a
memo from Coordinator of Residence
Programs Fayetta Paulsen to all hall
directors, is the result of a survey Mehling
conducted that showed most living units had
poorly equipped kits.

Mehling last week requested that Paulsen
Issue fully equipped first aid kits to each
University dormitory, to be kept at the main
desk of each.
Mehling said greek living units also will be
issued kits.
He said the kits will include all necessary
equipment to assure thorough emergency
care, but no medicine or drugs.
"They won't be very elaborate, but they'll
have everything a dormitory needs.'' he said.
He added that he is satisfied with the quick
attention his request received.

Recycle
Your Salable
Goods -

Come feel the hills and
valleys of your feet.

AVOID THE
HASSLES OF
GARAGE SALES
BUY and SELL

Scholl

INTHE

NEW TO YOU
THRIFT SHOP
143 w. BOOSTER
PHONE: 354-2271
BRING US YOUR
CONSIGNMENTS
Hours: Wed. thru Sat.
10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

junior
lA&SI.
was
reportedly
taken
while
parked at Offenhauer B The
bike was valued at S80
A 10-speed Sitoh bike was
reportedly taken from Judy
Dunn,
freshman
(A&S).
while parked at Kreischer
Quadrangle. The bike was
valued at $150
Campus Safety also
reports that a felonious
assault charge has been
filed by Campus Safety
against Lawrence Schnell of
Ashland. Ohio. The charge is

the result of an incident
April 7 when Schnell
allegedly fired seven shots
into (he Gamma Phi Beta
hourse An assault charge
also has been filed against
Schnell by Sue Peterson,
junior (Ed I. who told police
Schnell hit her that night.
Schnell is free on a $7,000
bond for the assault charge
and $15,000 bond for the
felonious assault charge. He
will appear in Bowling
Green Municipal Court May
3.

W#d, whitt, o/of, or bone cushion*) Itither
slrtp ftliiM AMI or till (borm only). $12 95. Rtgultrly

or
352-7660

GOLF APPRECIATION WEEK

■PI
wj S\

- FEATURING Char Broiled Stcaki ■rid

Chaps
Fall Coarse Family DloIz VARIETIES
PANCAKES a WAFFLES
Open Ton tkra Sat. 7:JM
Sosdayi 7:»-7:N

412 EAST W00STER
BANQUET ROOM

Sauram

-AT THE BGSU GOLF COURSE
SPECIAL RATES FOR BQSU
STUDENTS, FACULTY a. STAFF

9 HOLES ■ 75*
PRIZES AWARDED DAILY FOR LOW
SCORES (MUST BE ATTESTED)
Wl APPIIICIATI YOUR INTIMSTI

WE HAVE

Blue Jeans
at a very

"Special Price"
Reg. »11.50 to «12.50

YOU NAME IT,
WE'VE GOT
II!
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
Houses & Apartments
For Rent
FOR SUMMER & FALL
FANTASTIC PARTY
HOUSE, INDOOR POOL,
AND MUCH, MUCH,
MORE.

Now all *7"

"Cablevision Available"

(Tyn.-Wt4.anly)

FOR INFORMATION
CALL - 352-9378

The Powder Puff
525Rkigt
Mst of McDonald

Patterson address correction
The Grove Patterson address, named in honor of the
former editor-in-chief of the Blade, will be held at 7 30
tonight in the Dogwood Suite. Union
Yesterday's Green Sheet said the address will be held in
the Alumni Room.

112 SOUTH MAIN

-» SPECIALS •»

I JOGGING SHOES
NIKE*"**
FINDLAND BLUE*
KENYA RED* ■
reg. '19.95 sale 16
RUNNING SHIRTS]
We handle

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

j

VENTILATED NYLON
AND DOUBLE KNITS

ADIDAS & NIKE
reg.*4.50-«5.00 sale 1*3 I
!
*•*"***"**•*■*■ *■*"**"* ****** A A A A A*

Cleveland - Akron - Canton - Toledo

MEN & WOMEN
Investigate this opportunity before committing yourself to any
other summer job. Excellent pay program with »550 per month guaranteed. Career opportunity and part time development program for
those qualified. Car or access to one necessary. Involves no door-todoor canvassing or traveling.
Place: Student Court Room ■ 4th Floor, Student Services
Times: 10, 11, 1 & 3
Date: Thursday, May 2
PLEASE BE ON TIME - For those unable
to attend interview write:

F.G. Rybka
5301 Dartmouth Dr., Parma, Ohio 44129

*"**■*** * * * ■***"*^*- A * A**-**** *k

NOW THRU THURSDAY, MAY 2
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. only

BECAUSE Witkiewicz is

SUMMER WORK

I00N SPECIALS DAILY
DON'T MISS*

GHOSTS, suicides and
murders reoccur in many of •
Wltkiewicz's plays, according to Dr White
He was obsessed with the
theme of suicide to the point
of practicing it. He killed
himself at the age of M when
the Germans invaded
Poland In 1938
However, death is not the
ultimate tragedy in his
plays The real tragedy be
wants to show is "the loneliness and inability of people
to communicate and express
themselves."
Dr
White
said

not concerned with realities,
Gross, said it might be difficult for those raised on TV
drama to understand him
The play has no heroes and
no truly good person for the
audience to identify with,
she added
It Is important for the
audience to know they will
not be entertained in the
traditional manner but will
be confronted with a
strange, surrealistic view of
life, she said
The playwright himself
said. "Nothing is absurd
enough to express the
mystery of life."
Performances
will
be
tomorrow through Sunday in
Joe E. Brown Theatre at 8
p.m. Tickets are 25 cents for
students with IDs, f 1 SO for
adults and 50 cents for high
school students

FOR ALL OF YOUR ATHLETIC *
*
NEEDS.
THE LOCKER ROOM
*
SPORTING GOODS
*

Close to Campus

352-0717

However, production of his
plays was limited to his
homeland and did not gain
much outside fame until the
last decade

•••••••••••••••••••******

Call Maurer Green For
Low Summer Rates

ON SALE NOW AT $1095
DORSEY'S DRUGS, INC.
Ill Railroad Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

THE STORY deal! with a
woman'i ghoat who vtalt*
earth after her death
During her life «he created
chaos and unhapplnesf for
her family and lovers but
when she returns she
restores order in unexpected
ways.
"Witkiewicz s plays are a
study of characters and
situations
and
are
timeless." Dr White, dlrec
tor of the play, said.
The setting of his plays
are relatively unimportant
and the characters are
bizarre, containing no
stereotypical qualities.
He does not get tied up in
the physical realities and
trappings of life, be is more
concerned with the meaning
of life. Dr White added
Gross said Witkiewicz
progressed ahead of other
dramatists of his time. He
was an iconoclast and the
Poles admired his new
approach, she said

Going To Summer School

exercise sandals
Come tesl your leel in
Ihe hollows and the rises
Experience Ihe coolness ol
polished beechwood against
(he warmth ol bare skin Feel Ihe
little mound we call the toe-grip.
that helps you turn mere steps into a
beautiful toning and awakening for your
legs. Scholl. the original Exercise Sandals

stresses the abtunlitjr of
life. However, hi* plays deal
with a search (or meaniof In
life.

10-5 DAILY

Attention Women Interested j
In Sorority Open Rush!
Register Now In Rm. 440
Student Services Bldg.
OPEN RUSH STARTS
FRIDAY, APRIL 26
AND LASTS
THROUGH FRIDAY, MAY 10
You must have a 2.2 accum. and cannot have
pledged an N.P.C. sorority during the past
year.

Bobcats end Falcon llnksters' reign
ByDicklUn
SuH Writer
For the first time in five years Bowling Green's golf team'
failed to win the trophy signifring supremacy in the Falcon
Invitational tournament.
Ohio University won top honors at Bobcat coach Kermlt
Blosser struck gold with a revamped lineup that burned the
University links last weekend
The Falcons tied Northern Illinois for second place in the
36-hold tourney with a team total of 768, IS strokes behind
the Bobcats' pare setting 755.
MIAMI PLACED fourth, IS strokes off the pace while

Eastern Michigan, Kent State and Central Michigan
rounded out the top seven finishers BG's "B" team placed
eighth with a 780 total
After a disappointing showing by his team at the Kepler
Invitational two weekends ago, Blosser benched two of his
lettermen and his top freshman In their places, be inserted
three freshmen, who played the role of supporting actors In
one of the classiest shows Mid-American Conference (MAC)
golfers have witnessed this spring.
Ohio juniors Brian Webb and Blake Watt were star
attractions as they garnered the top two spots among the M
competing llnksters.
Webb fired a sizzling two-under par 142 to take medalist
honors and Watt was a close second with a 144 total Webb

Face Detroit today

Diamond men win three
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sports Editor

Like a longshot racehorse
charging out of a tight field,
the Falcon baseball team
made its presence known in
the Mid-American Conference (MAC) race last
weekend
The BG diamondmen 116<) took a big step towards
MAC contention as they won
three conference encounters. Last Friday in Ypsilanti. Mich., the Falcons put
on a phenomenal pitching
show, taking both ends of a
twin-bill with Eastern
Michigan. 1-0 and 7-0.
Last Saturday, the Falconland crew scooted down the
highway to split a doubleheader with Central Michigan's Chippewas BG took
the initial encounter. 7-4, but
lost the second game, 8 1
THE THREE big road
wins boosted the Falcon's
MAC mark to 5-3 in a conference race that shapes up
as tight
Good pitching was the key
to the victories as the
batsmen came through in
the clutch situations to help
the BG squad garner an
impressive trio of victories
Last Friday's doubleheader with the Eastern
Michigan clib was a display
of Falcon pitching power
rarely seen in any series
Kip Young and Homie
Schwieterman made the
Huron batsmen look like
movie stars in a silent

movie. The two Falcon
hurlers handcuffed the EMU
hitters to near perfection.
In the first game, BG
scored early as leftfielder
Dick Selgo reached first
base on an error. After being
sacrificed to second. Selgo
scored on a Joe Meyer
single. It was the only
Falcon telly and all that
Young needed to record a
victory.
YOUNG allowed the
Hurons only three hits while

Women's
tennis
The Falcon women's
tennis team won two of
three matches last
Saturday. The women defeated Central Michigan, 6
3. Henry Ford Community
College, 8-1, and lost to
Kalamazoo College, 6-3.
Triple winners last weekend included, Janet Wonder
leigh at second singles, and
Judy Jeanette and Lisa
Venner at fifth and sixth
singles, respectively.
Cathy Brady <4S) and
Amy Long ley (3Sl were
double winners while first
singles netter Amy Smith
defeated her Henry Ford
opponent but lost to her
("Mr and Kalamazoo
adversaries.
The next match for the
Falcons 13-31 will be
Wednesday against Ohio
Northern.

striking out five on his way
to his fifth victory against
one loss The soft-spoken
pitcher now has a good
chance to break the club
record of seven wins In a
season.
Not to be out done by
Young, Schwieterman
baffled the EMU batters
even more The lefthanded
sophomore struck out five
and allowed only one hit on
his way to a 7-0 triumph and
his first win of the year.
The seven Falcon tallies
resulted from a bizzare
combination of BG hits and
seven Huron errors.
With a 44 lead in the sixth
Inning, Mike Wood lifted an
EMU delivery over the
fence with a man on base.
Another run in the seventh
finished off the Eastern
club
Last Saturday's encounters with Central Michigan were a little more demanding as BG nursed a 1-0
lead in the first two innings
of the initial game of the
doubleheader.

The Falcons' luck ran out
In the second game as Lynch
put on a one-man show for
his home fans.
Lynch cracked three
doubles in four trips to the
plate and slapped in a run in
the 8-1 rout. A seven-run
sixth Inning by the Chippewas finished an otherwise
low-scoring game.
Cap Pohlman 14-1) picked
up the win for the Central
squad while Mike Frilling
(2-21 took the loss

The Falcon diamondmen
will journey to Detroit today
to play a 2 p.m. doubleheader. Tomorrow, BG will
face Notre Dame in another
twin-bill slated to start at 2
p.m. in South Bend, Ind.

had nine-bole scores of 37, 34, 35 and 26, and Watt's were 38,
34, 35 and 36 as the Bobcat duo played almost Identical and
flawless golf.
THE OTHER OU golfers had respectable performances
which proved helpful in the final team standings.
BG's Ken Walters, who woo the individual championship
teat year, totaled 148 to finish fifth. Walters, who was
playing in the No. 2 position, parred every bete in the
tourney's opening round Friday and shot a 76 Saturday
Co-captain Mark McConnell, playing In the No. 1 position,
fired a 74 Friday but had his problems Saturday and shot an
80 to finish at 154 Sophomore John Stewart also had a 154
(80-74).
"I was very pleased with Stewart's 74. He's been bitting
the ball about as well as he ever has," Falcon link coach
John Piper said
Steve Mossing (80-76) and Bob Belmonte (78-78) both
finished at 1S6 and senior Jim Smith rounded out the BG
scoring with a 162 (8042)
"BOTH MOSSING and McConnell were not making putts
It's been hurting them all year," Piper said.
Piper ended up second-guessing himself after Jim Decker
fired a fine 151 to pace the Falcon "B" squad.

By Jerry Masek
Ron Weber is alive, well
and kicking.
The talented junior, who
.saw limited action earlier
this spring because of a
thigh injury, set a school
record In the decathalon last
week to highlight BG's performance in the Drake
Relays at Des Molnes, Iowa.

$PORTS
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Netters take two in quadrangle
By Daa Gar field
Assistaat Sports Editor
Last weekend's Falcon
tennis quadrangle was a Las
Vegas
oddsmaker's
nightmare. Teams that were

finished in seventh place,
three points out of sixth, but
coach Mel Brodt pointed out
that five of the top six
athletes were university
graduates.
"Weber finished second
among collegiate com
petition, Brodt said "He
did real weU. He suffered a
slight Injury In the fourth

Who knows what evil lurks
in the minds of the Falcon
laxmen The shadow doesn't
know, but seven victims of
the Bowling Green stickers
this year have discovered
the destruction the Falcons
can do in 60 minutes.
The undefeated Falcons
destroyed Ashland. 17-6. last
Saturday for their seventh
straight win and fifth in the
Midwest
Lacrosse
Association (MLA)
An exploding first-quarter
offense, a trademark of the
Falcons this year, was at its
finest at Ashland The BG
stickers ran up sven scores
in the initial period
Tony Vaccaro set the BG
scoring pace with a goal at
1313 of the first period
The Falcons went "around
the horn" scoring from
almost every possible
position. MLA leading assist
artist Verne Zabek tallied
three times in the first half
as fellow linesmen Steve
Cabalka and Bill Grimes
scored one and two goals,
respectively.

Ashland managed three
scores in the second period,
but the damage was done as
the Falcons had a 10-4 lead
BG WAS penalized 11
times in the first half for
common tripping and interference violations, Including
one miscue for too many
men on the field.
"We had four retaliation
penalties, but Ashland was
interfering and getting
short-sticking cheap shots in
on us." said the BG lax
mentor Mickey Cochrane.
"Our momentum wasn't
affected at all. This was our
best offensive attack of the
year against a team with an
respectable attack."
The fast-action lacrosse
slowed up in the second half.
The Falcons tallied three
goals in the third stanza, and
four in the fourth, while the
Eagles scored two spreadout goals In the second half.
COCHRANE EMPTIED
the bench midway in the
third period. John Bo wen
and John Regan tallied
goals, and fourth-line middle
Dave Favorite fired home

Women spikers
Bowling Green's female track team set five school
records last Saturday en route to winning their own cinder
invitational
Coach Cathy Buell's squad placed first In the five-team
field with 80 points Slippery Rock totaled 77, Miami 28
Oberlin 27 and Toledo 12.
Stenene Strouss and Diane McCulloch were double
winners Strouss set a school record in the 200-metei hurdles
with a 31.0 effort and raced to a I 01 7 clocking la the 440.
McCulloch stopped the clock at 12.4 la the 100 and leaped
15'11" in the long jump for a pair of winning efforts
Four other marks fell. Kathy Hovey knocked more than
ail seconds off the 860 mark by placing second In 2:31.6.
Weight woman Lorna Miller broke two auras, heaving the
abet 367M" and tossing the discus 161 '3»«" Linda Helmink
bettered the school javelin mark by seven feet with s
winning throw of Iff**".
Laurie McVicker placed first in the 220 la 28 8 and ran on
two winning relay teams. BG won the 440 relay la 52 2 and
set a new standard in the 880 medley in 1 53.8 -MASEK

the first goal of his career in
the fourth quarter.
Falcon netstopper Pat
Collura pulled down 17 saves
for three periods of action.
Al Kelly held the nets for BG
In the fourth period,
stopping one but allowing

one goal.
The Falcons will travel to
Gambler, O. at 3:30 p.m ,
tomorrow to take on
Kenyon. BG Is currently tied
with Ohio Wesleyan for the
lead in the MLA. while the
Lords are 1-5.

Ren Welter

Golfers 6th in tourney
The Falcon golfers placed
sixth In the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) Invitational at Miami University
yesterday The linksters had
a team total of 764-16
strokes behind leaders Ohio
State and Ball State
The Buckeyes and the
Cardinals tied for first place
but Ohio State won a playoff
and took top honor.

the initial time that the
Falcons defeated OU in the
MAC Invitational

Host Miami placed third,
Kent State was fourth and
Northern Illinois was fifth.
Ohio University placed
eighth, a finish that marked

JUNIOR co-captain Ken
Walters paced the Bowling
Green effort as he fired
rounds of 73 and 76 to place
10th among individuals
competing.
John Stewart (77-76). Jim
Decker (77-76) and Steve
Mossing (76-75) ail finished
at 153. Mark McConnell (7680) and Bob Belmonte (8382) rounded out Falcon
scoring in the tourney.
Ohio State's Paul Davis
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favored to win didn't in most
cases while the teams that
did win usually won big
The Bowling Green
netters combined for a little
of both. They lost big when
they should have won, then
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event, the high jump, but the
doctor gave him the go•abead."
Rick Wanamaker, a
former NCAA champion and
a Drake graduate, won the
meet with 7,534 points
Decathalon competition
ended late Thursday, and
weekend action saw the
Falcons splitting forces for
the Drake and Ball State

Relays.

Weber's 10-event total of
6,865 bettered the mark of
6,814 he set last season. He

Stickers blast Ashland
By Daa Garf l|M
Assistaat Sports Editor

OU WAS THE leader after the first round with a 380.
and Miami were next with 382 and BG was four strokes back
at 364.
The wind picked ep late Saturday afternoon and affected
the golfers Piper thought the wind was definitely a factor In
the final round.
"It (the wind) was much stronger than Friday. Bat we,
especially, should be accustomed to it." an obviously
exhausted coach explained after the tourney concluded.
"One disadvantage of being the tournament director Is
that I couldn't devote much time to coaching. But this
tourney is gaining In prestige and we'll be aiming to win the
title back next year," the BG coach added.

The BG NeW

Weber sets BG mark
in Drake Relays event

A FIVE-RUN third inning
for the Falcons led by runscoring hits by Selgo and
Dale Swiger put ths Chippewas on the ropes. A tworun homer by Central's ailAmerican candidate Terry
Lynch was answered in the
sixth frame by Falcon
second baseman Mark
Aprlle, who hit a gameclinching solo blast.
Ric Richmond 15-21 picked
up the win in relief of starter
Mike Hale

"I made a lint-op derision with Decker that hart oar
chances. I thought I could gala by looking at others with Ike
rars.ty In a big tourney," the BG mentor fTplslaad.
Decker's 151 wasn't the only bright spot for the "B" team
Freshman Kay Ameer, fired a 15C 178-771 and Bob Smith had
a 157. Smith was among the leaders after Friday with a 73.
but slipped to an 84 Saturday
Mike Suba bounced back from a disastrous 88 Friday to
fire a 77 in ths second round. Mark Batter (71-80) and
Tommy Cooper (83-82) rounded out the Falcon "B"
total.

was the tournament's
medalist with a 142 total (7388). Two MAC golfers.
Toledo's Ted Ossoff and
Miami's Dave DeRosa tied
for second with 145 totals.
The sixth-place finish
qualifies coach John Piper's
llnksters for the Northern
Intercollegiate tournament
this weekend.-REES

BRODT EXPRESSED
satisfaction with the milerelay team of Dave Fegley,
Tim LoDico. Ron Taylor and
Don See. The quartet failed
to qualify at Drake with a
season best time of 3:14
Friday, but won the Ball
State event Saturday in
3:15 9
Senior team captain Dave
Fegley failed to qualify in
either hurdle event at
Drake, but placed second in
the highs at Ball Slate in
14.1
Freshman Mark
Dickun placed second with
his best javelin toss this
spring. 207'4"
In relay competition, BG's
880 team finished second in
1:29.5. The two-mile quartet
and the distance medley
placed fourth while the 440relay team ended in a sixth
place tie
BG triple jump record
bolder Lew Maclin hopped,
skipped and jumped to a
46'5 V effort for fourth
place, and freshman
sprinter Brian Storm ran
fifth in the 100-yard dash in
10.0.

bounced back to win-when
it looked like they couldn't
Rookie first-singles player
Rich Herbst was a threematch victor as he sparked
the Falcons to victories over
Wayne State, 7-2. and Ball
State. 6-3. Herbst also won
at the first spot against
Mercyhurst, but the Falcons
fell. 7-2
HERBST AND captain
Tim Hoover were the only
winners for the Falcons
against Mercyhurst College
last Friday. In the doubles
column, two undefeated
streaks came to a sudden
halt when MC's Tom
Thompson and Rick Kobleur
defeated Hoover and Doug
Dennis, 6-3, and 7-6 in the
tiebreaker.
Larry Dister and Rob
Dowling's 6-0 mark at third
doubles was snapped, as
they were defeated, 6-2 and
7-6 by Barry Barth and Jim
Hay
Ball Stale breezed past
previously unbeaten Wayne
State. 9-0. in the other firstday quadrangle action.
"The final score doesn't
indicate how good BG really
is." said Laker coach Bob
Sturm. "We're exhausted,
and today's contest is some
of the best competition we
have faced all year."
SATURDAY
WAS
expected to be another sour
day for BG, but it turned out
sweet for the boat Falcons.
BG easily put away Wayne
State, 7-2.
The big winners came at
all angles for the Falcons.
Herbst breezed, (-1, 6-0 at
one. Other winners in
singles were Dister (6-4,6-3)
at two, Hoover (8-2, 6-1) at
three and Rob Dowltng and
Dennis at fifth and sixth
singles, respectively. Their
scores were, 6-1, 7-6 for

Dowling and 6-2. 8-1 for
Dennis.
The fired up Falcons
extended their winning ways
with 6-3 win over MidAmerican Conference rival
Ball State.
In the Cardinal encounter.
BG rallied behind some fine
singles play by Herbst again
at one, Hoover at three.
Daganhardt at four and
Dowling at five to take a 4-2
lead going Into the crucial
doubles matches.
In first doubles, Herbst
and Daganhardt combined
to clinch the match for BG
by winning, 3-6.6-4,6-4.
The second doubles team
of Hoover-Dennis had a
rough time before putting
away Paul Thomas and Jim
Daugherty. 6-3. 4-6 and M,
while Dister and Dowling
were losing their third
doubles match, 6-3.4-6 and 60.
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FOR INFO CALL
882-2613

STOCK MARKET
CLUB
7:00 P.M.
Pink Dogwood Suite - Union

• Elections of 74-75
officers.
• Next to last trading night.
• ALL 73-74 members
urged to attend.
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